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Senior Art
By REBECCA GILLAM
Contributor
There is so much more to life than
years There is so much more to time
with someone minutes Carisa
eachi
to to the fullest
anything stop you
Carisa was the kind of person who you
instantly knew cared She had lively spirit
You couldnt her no Trust me many peo
and every time she proved
matter what the obstacle
tow muc time it would take or how hard the
work was Carisa would eventually prove that
whoever doubted her had no idea what they
were talking about
While she was tough and determined
Carisa also was very deep and compassion
ate person She always made time for friends
and family whom she loved deeply and art
er be id every bit
artwork
es Carisa
she found
a-making
of every
stories to share always
loved watching her tell sto
ries because she displayed so much passion
and never hid any emotion if she was mad
you would know it if she was worried about
someone you would know that too
Carisa hated to see anyone suffer which
is probably why so much of her life was ded
icated to helping others Every summer
Carisa worked proudly at the Ronald
McDonald Camp and considered all her
campers as her own kids In the weeks prior to
her death she was working to have memo
rial statue constructed in the Childrens
ing to take year off from school and spend- Hospital of Philadelphia for all the children
ing most of that time in the hospital as soon who passed away This was very important
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her chincilla Harry
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project to her and showed her continued ded
ication to help the people around her
On campus Carisa was involved in the
Arcadia Association of Fine Arts and the
Special Athletes Association Aside from
these organizations you would probably find
Carisa in the library working hard she never
procrastinated in the Ceramics studio work
ing on her thesis or just walking the campus
with huge smile on her face never saw her
pass anyone without smiling Smiling was her
way of living and for many her smile will
forever be part of the Arcadia Campus
Im Dreaming of Green
Christmas
By KA1TLYN FOTI
Editor-in-Chief
This December shoppers are paying less attention
to saving money and more attention to saving the plan
et Eco-friendly gifts are all the rage and the market
abounds with everything you need to give green
Philadelphia boutiques are carrying more and more
lines of clothing and accessories made from recycled
and organic materials More brands are becoming envi
ronmentally responsible And consumers are taking
notice shopping with one eye on their Christmas list
and the other on reducing their impact on the environ
ment
No matter your budget or who your buying for
you can easily find gift that both your giftee and
Mother Earth will thank you for
Buy vintage because something old requires no
Inc and no new materials Not to mention
f-a-kind gift Try Retrospect on South
great finds at decent price for any
-taker on your list The Curiosity Shoppe on
is another hot spot for great vintage finds
ry locally handmade accessories
G-Funk made by Philly
items such as glass bottles or
For someone with more modem sensibility try
boutiques like Revelations Boutique on South 4th St or
on 2nd St stores are carrying
en women and chil
days11 isbackupandi
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by using recycled gift
nd decorations this Holiday
every reprocessed paper
Christmas card you write you are closer and closer to
having green Christmas
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as friend you onl
ed to be yourself
was also important
share in her love for
her chinchilla Her
for life and celebra
every moment left lasting
impression on everyone
she met She loved to chat
and had thousand great Carisa Leary 983-i
Raiders Vandalize The ARC
By NEIL HUNKINS
Associate Editor
On the morning of Monday
November 19th Senior Domenic
Braccio and Junior Dashiell Davis
walked in to the ARC radio studio in
Dilworth Hall to prepare for their week
ly 11am broadcast only to find that the
studio had been vandalized
It took us moment but we real
the main microphone
sound board had
We tried to fix it
Jt says Davis It sucked
ARCs president Sophomore
Neill was contacted and began
the assistance of
Public Safety His first course of action
was to shut down the studio entirely
until the damage could be repaired and
the investigation could be concluded
Needless to say many were dis
mayed by this act of vandalism For
the last three months weve been strug
gling to keep things functioning in the
studio ONeill recalls This was just
an unnecessary step backwards
Public Safety took pictures of the
damage as part of the investigation and
also pulled the ID card swipe logs for
the studio which uses the system to
restrict access to ARC members
Please see The ARC page 11
The Tower
LETTER TO
FHE EDITOR
To the Tower Editor
This letter is written in
response to two featured arti
cles in your early November
issue Those articles were
entitled Masquerade Ball
and Knight Madness brings
the Pep to Arcadia
We feel as club that we
were misrepresented Firstly
our name was incorrectly
written when mentioning the
sponsor of Knight Madness
and not mentioned at all in
the Masquerade Ball article
where we collaborated with
the Black Awareness Society
As these are some of our big
ger events we wish you
would have consulted at least
one of us for details on how
the event was run what
efforts we put into the events
and other details pertaining to
our events
We hope this letter encour
ages you to look deeper into
the events that your articles
revolve around and that those
in charge of the events get the
proper representation in the
future
Sincerely
Residence Hall Council
Wikipedia Banned in New Jersey
School District
In an effort to further devalue the First
Amendment school district in the otherwise
progressive state of New Jersey has decided to
ban the use of Wikipedia in its schools
It seems some uppity librarian in the
Warren Hills Regional School District of
Warren County NJ got bug up her book
deposit slot over the widespread use of the site
amongst students despite its many inaccuracies
According to the school districts officials
their beef with the site is that it can be modified
by anyone This kind of privilege can lead to
detestable activities like independent thinking
and acquisition of knowledge that is less than 10
years old
Plus the district officials were quick to
point out that Wikipedias entries can often be
biased which contrasts greatly with the strictly
objective positions taken in public schoolst text
books
The disgruntled librarian Ms Linda
OConnor Irish half-sister of Terminators
Sarah Connor claims that many students do not
realize how inaccurate Wikipedia can be
Kids just take it for gospel they really do
and thats my concern about it she said
Rather than educate students on how to use
the site properly for research OConnor the
Warren Hills School District and even post-sec
ondary schools like Centenary College and
Lehigh University believe its much easier to
battle the inevitable censorship lawsuits that
will stem from this ban
The ban is also reportedly in line with each
schools educational philosophy which takes
great strides to teach new dogs old tricks
Santas in Sydney Australia may
have to think twice before spreading
joy and cheer this year
The jolly St Nicks were instruct
ed by the Santa training firm Westaff
not to use the traditional greeting ho
ho ho because it could be offensive to
women
Westaff believes the greeting is
too close to the word ho which as
most know is an American slang term
for prostitute
According to disgruntled Father
Christmas the recruitment firm also
said that ho ho ho may frighten chil
then
Instead the Santas are being
advised to use the far less menacing
ha ha ha the Daily Tc
reports
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Well accordmg to Philadelphias
News some newer model cars may provide
screen on the dashboard right behind the steer
ing wheel that will spell out your text messages
for you That way you wont have to risk your
life reaching for the phone
How crazy is that If
risking your life more by loc
driving to read text message that probabl
wasnt that important to begin with
Why look at screen in the car takin
your eyes off of the road and possibly
your car9 Its not worth it
If the person who is texting you wan
then would hay
1-APPY HOLIDAYS
F1WM
STAFF
Atv SANTA CAT
TIlE BULLPEN
The Towers bi-monthly round-up of quirky interesting and mildly relevant news
No Hos Allowed in Sydney Text Messaging Gone Bad
So you are driving somewhere and your
cell phone beeps because you have text mes
sage Do you risk reaching for your phone
read the message or do you pull over just to
safe
-Neil Hunkins
Tuesday December 2007
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After Six Months Apples iPhone Still Causing Controversy
By HUNTER KOLLIS
Staff Writer
Unless they have been living on Pluto
just about everyone has heard of the Apple
iPhone which was released on June 29th
Some have even experienced the disap
pointment of not being allowed to own the
super phone without switching carriers
because the phone can only operate
through ATT However 17-year-old
George Hotz changed all of that when he
became the first person to unlock an
iPhone on August 24th
Hotz resident of Glen Rock NJ
was one of many intrigued by all that the
new phone had to offer but he was unable
to own the phone because his mother
refused to switch wireless carriers Hotz
purchased the cell phone upon its release
in hopes to unlock the phone and use it on
his current wireless network T-mobile
After 500 hours of tinkering Flotz success
fully removed chip in the phone allow
ing him to use an iPhone on any desired
network The young man proposed that
Apple create software to unlock the phone
for buyers
Since the discovery of the iPhones
ability to unlock approximately 250000
of them are being used on networks other
than ATT Fox News reports that ATT
is not profiting from 18% of the iPhones
sold With these statistics many say it
would be good move for Apple to allow
iPhones to be sold under multiple carriers
However this change is unlikely
because ATT is paying $18 month to
Apple for every iPhone sold according to
Gene Munster of Piper Jaffray Analysts
This figure stems from the U.S govern
ments Financial Accounting Standards
Board recent order for Apple to disclose
the iPhones revenue figures
This is an extremely large cut of the
profits ATT actually makes from the
phone and commitment that most wire
less service providers are not willing to
make Still other service providers may
have different reasons for steering clear of
the iPhone
Yanxia Jia Assistant Professor of
Computer Science at Arcadia University
explains Technically different carriers
networks might be based on incompatible
wireless technologies which makes it hard
for an iPhone to simultaneously work on
these networks Even if two carriers use
similar technologies might
not be able to pay Apple what
agreed to
Many Arcadia students feel that this
technology war is ridiculous Freshman
Jess Vincent commented on the unlocking
of iPhones saying That sucks for ATT
at the same time its unfair that other
servers dont provide it
Professor Jia however says that this
will have negative effect on both compa
nies Unlocking means that an iPhone
user can purchase an iPhone without sub
scribing to the service offered by ATT so
the direct impact is that ATT will lose
revenue Also based on an analysis of
iPhone revenue data that Apple reported
week ago analysts estimated that ATT
pays Apple more than $1 0/month for each
of its subscribers Based on their estima
tion about gross profit of iPhone and the
number of unlocked iPhones they estimat
ed that this would cost loss of revenue in
the order of $100 million for Apple over
the span of two years
Now that the iPhone is being used in
unintended ways Apple has placed even
more restrictions on the purchase of their
phones No cash will be
accepted for an iPhone only
credit or debit card can be
used The limit for the amount
of iPhones allowed for pur
chase by one person was once
five but has been moved down
to two Apple is even unwi
to accept their own gift cards
for iPhones Daniel Slazman
an Arcadia Junior disagrees
with Apple for monitoring
iPhone sales Slazman states
Thats an invasion of privacy
you should be able to spend
your dollar however you want
The International Herald Tribune
reports that this January the FCC will auc
tion off 700 MHz wireless spectrum
allowing faster video streaming and wire
less connection for cell phones When
asked to give insight concerning the wire
less spectrum Jia stated few months
ago FCC set up the rules for the upcoming
auction in January 2008 Basically it sup
ports two rules that were proposed by
Google that is the auction winners must
support open device and open applica
tion which means for example if the
winner is ATT then its 700Mhz-based
network must support mobile devices
using the same frequency band and
applications that are developed by other
vendors But FCCI does not support
the other two rules proposed by Google
i.e open services and open network
which means that ATT will not be obli
gated to let others buy access at wholesale
prices in order to offer network services
Every company is on equal grnund
but ATT has great amount of initiative
to win because the iPhone is ATTs driv
ing interest in this FCC auction Another
result of the iPhones release is
drop in earnings for other companies such
as Verizon To fight back major cell phone
providers have made new phones available
on their networks that rival the iPhone
Arcadia Sophomore Pierre Latortue
says that he would not mind owning an
iPhone imitation Latortue comments In
my current financial state couldnt but
would love to own nicer phone
Other options for those without ATT
are the LG Voyager soon to be available on
Verizon Nokia released the new Nokia
N81 in Europe The Samsung BLACK
JACK 11 is another phone with features
similar to the iPhone that has had success
on other networks There is also talk of
Google releasing rival cell phone the
Gphone
So for all of those who could not
experience the joy of owning an iPhone on
the date of its release the FCC auction and
alternative phones still offer hope that
everyone can be on the same technological
page regardless of their wireless carriers
Bored With Your Real Life
Try Second Life
By GINA MERLINO First is the web map which can be found by
Staff Writer clicking the green dots when they show up on the
screen Next is the Search Menu for looking up
Imagine 3-D virtual world in which you can information about particular event Getting to
create anything you want and live in it Such world know other people by clicking on their avatar is
exists online It is called Second Life another way to find your way around
People sign on to Second Life to enter into Meeting people in Second Life is easy as many
digital continent teeming with people entertain- users are eager to meet new members Events are
ment experiences and opportunity always going on You can party at nightclub go to
For users there are three different types of fashion show or attend an art opening There are
memberships There is the First Basic which is also hundreds of games as well as shopping malls
free With this there is access to events scripting
space stations dance
building shopping
clubs and more
everything to do in Residents can crc-
Second Life Each addi-
ate as well by selling
tional Basic account has to and trading with
one-time fee of $9.95
other Residents
The Premium Second Life has its
account has monthly own economy which
charge of $9.95 With can be accessed
this account you get through the
land on which to build Marketplace It is
live entertain or dis-
complete with graphs
play There is informa-
statistics market data
tion on land pricing and and business opportu
use fees buying and nities Residents use
how to acquire and use U.S dollars which
land What landowner
can be converted into
does with their land is Linden dollars
limited only by their Second ifes curren
imagination-and per- cy If Resident so
haps fees desires they could buy
Once signed up an island
people can create an Second Life is an
Avatar their persona in the virtual world and per- interesting portal virtual world with seemingly no
sonalize it however they please limits where Residents use their imaginations to
In terms of where to go and what to do in create anything
Second Life the possibilities are endless To help
navigate the way there are three tools to help
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service winning may result in the loss of
the coveted iPhone to another wireless car
rier
With Thanksgiving over many Arcadians are left bloated and
exhausted During these next few weeks before finals you should be
recuperating and preparing to head into the home stretch of the holi
day season With Hanukkah coming extra early this year and
Christmas to prepare for there are many fun activities to take part in
around campus With all the stress of finals it is good to let loose
before winter break
The Santa Suit
Everyone loves someone dressed in Santa suit At your next hol
iday shindig feel free to take that one step further and come in suit
made out of body paint Depending on the body the ladies will love
you or be repulsed by you but its always good outfit for laughs
Drunk Dradle
Everyone learns the song Dradle
Dradle Dradle so why not play the game
when little tipsy Whoever gets it on the
Gimmel is allowed to make anyone playing
take shot and whoever spins Shin auto
matically has to take shot In the end
everyone wins Drinking on an empty
stomach is bad idea Be sure to eat some
latkes before hand as Hanukkah hang
over is not ideal
Use some of your Thanksgiving props from the Pilgrim and
Indians party you had after the last issue and sing Carols in them
People love Christmas Carols why not give them some extra piz
zazz by dressing up as your favorite group from the first
Thanksgiving Wishing people Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year in full Indian regalia is always good time
Have an early New Years party
Make your own ball to drop and party like its 1999 of
course Invite all of your friends to dress up and drink up next
Saturday night
Make your own dorm room Charlie Brown Christmas Tree
The first step is to find saw or really heavy friend Wait until
it gets dark out and head to the soccer field or the wooded area behind
Brubaker Rip down branch and after duct taping it to the floor of
your roomlapartment begin decorating it with any odds-n-ends you
can find You can debut it at your New Years party
Enjoy winter break Have fim celebrating the holidays and enjoy
all of the presents while trying to deal with your parents Hopefully
youll get some snow and you can enjoy some winter sports before
coming back for the spring semester
By TIMOTHY McLAUGHLIN
Photography Editor
My parents always obsess over videotaping
Christmas morning The hurried excited rush
down the stairs to piles of presents has been docu
mented every year since can remember
Inevitably Christmas morning begins with my sib
lings and sitting and whining at the top of the
steps for about an hour while my dad struggles to
assemble the tripod and video camera After twen
ty-one years am convinced he did it on purpose
Eventually my parents would give the word
and we would all dash down the stairs to our pile
of gifts remember one year when turned the
corner to find brand new bicycle under the tree
and one year when Batman Bat Cave toy set wait
ed for me For my family Christmas morning is
one of the few times when we actually spend qual
ity time together My siblings
and arent trying to come up
with excuses for leaving my
grandmothers house early
my mom doesnt have to try
keep conversation going
my dads side of the family
Last year however the
piles of gifts were little small
er My dad lost his job few
months before Christmas so the
toy fund was little dry While
my siblings and all assured my
mom that were too old for
Christmas presents Im the
youngest in my family she still wanted us to have
presents on Christmas morning
We agreed on compromise mom could still
buy us few gifts to fill our stockings but instead
of making Christmas morning the central part of
Christmas we would make Christmas Eve our
focal point That way we could enjoy dinner as
family and not worry about the presents
So on Christmas Eve we came home from
mass ate nice dinner and proceeded to open
few bottles of champagne and get trashed We
watched the movie Elf played Cranium and even
watched embarrassing movies from when was
two years old
OK so maybe most families wouldnt watch
Will Ferrell movie while buzzed on Korbel for
Christmas but the point is we finally enjoyed one
anothers company My brother didnt nag my sis
ters my sister-in-law didnt seem
awkward at all and my mom
wasnt stressed out
My parents will always have
those videos of old Christmas
mornings to reminisce over but
from now on Christmas means
something different to my family
It seems cheesy and sitcom-ish to
say it but Christmas isnt about
seeing those presents anymore
Its about spending time with
these really cool people that
grew up with people never
would have called cool
TMIILR rLOu
Thanksgiving Break is Bunk
By KAT NOCKETT
Contributor
Let me begin with the fact that Penn State gets week long break
Thats right folks from Sunday to Sunday Meanwhile our little
Arcadia University gives us days and for most of us it doesnt
matter because most of us work those days plus the weekend So real
ly the only day we do get off is Thanksgiving and thats only
because its NATIONAL holiday For those of you that have to work
your entire break salute you For those of you lucky ones like me
who didnt have to work and got their extra days off congratulations
The meaning of this crazy rant Arcadia should give week long break
because well hell we deserve it
am sure many of you can concur that it seems like you fell asleep
as soon as you got home on Wednesday and woke to find it was
Sunday all of the sudden and you had to return to the misty and
gloomy Arcadia for those final weeks of classes Thanksgiving break
is more of tease for winter break Thanksgiving break taunts you
Yeah cherish these few short days you have in the luxury of your
home because its going to be taken away from you and then you will
have to deal with finals And thats another thing. as soon as we
come back from our blip of break we have to deal with the moun
tains of work that are due before the last day of classes which of
course were not touched at all over break Then there are finals Oh
finals the one time of year wonder how important college
degree is when it comes to teaching kindergarten Thanksgiving break
is tease it gets you all the way in the bed room top off on top of
you and says how its going to give you the best blow-jay ever
and then it pukes on your brand new sheets
The Tower
Things You Could to In Glenside
But ProbabLy Shouldnt
STUD
Holiday Edition
By JENNIFER PACHECO
Staff Writer
Arcadia University
What We See
Piles of Presents and Will Ferrell
Tuesdav December 2007
Arcadia University STUDENT LIFE The Tower
Knights1 Nook
Arcadias Wise Women answer ALL of your questions about love life and the library
Dear Miss Petunia
think am going crazy have friend who does nothing but complain This girl has
normal lfŁ like everyone else know but she complains constantly Most of the time
it is about problems that would upset anyone But we all have problems dont we Ijust
want her to be happy told her that miss her happiness and I/eel like she is always
angry She just got mad at me for it We used to have Jen all the time and now cant
even get word in edgewise to talk to her She says she loves her boyfriend but all she
talks about is why hes ajerk She says that she has great friends but all she does is talk
about them badly Im just frustrated and am finding it hard not to just want to get
away from her We have been friends for long time and dont want to do that lfeel
like either walk away from our friendship or keep it and be miserable with her
-Frustrated Friend
Dear Frustrated Friend
The first step in situation like this is definately communication It sounds like you
tried that and it didnt work out think you should try again Explain how you feel in
the most supportive way that you can This could be done in person or in letter
Sometimes letter is easier because you can read it over and over and make sure that
you said exactly what you mean Make sure you emphasize how much you care about
her and the friendship This might help her to see that you are trying to work things out
and not just be critical of her Tell her that you dont mind listening to problems some
times but that sometimes you just want to relax and have fun too If this doesnt work
then think that the healthy thing to do is too stay friends with her but keep your dis
tance little bit That way you can continue to be there for her but it gives you room
to have little sanity as well You definately dont want to be miserable too Encourage
her to talk about happy things and surround yourself with others that are happy on days
that you arent around her
-Miss Petunia
Questions for the ladies E-mail them at
KnightsNook@gmaiLcom
33 itT cMeiers ObsessedT With Quality Teachin8
By STACI CAMPBELL
Contributor
thin light-haired man in glasses moves quickly to
the front of the classroom with the agile steps of an ath
lete He writes two words on the blackboard Bill and
Meiers He underlines Bill
This is my name he says but before long youll
just be calling me Bill
With that he sits lightly atop the desk at the front of
the room and begins unwrapping Hersheys kiss
Ive already had three today really shouldnt have
another he shrugs mischievous twinkle in his eyes
but will
Two minutes into the first day of classes at Arcadia
University and the students in Bills Contemporary Short
Fiction class are in rapt attention Already theyve seen
more about this professors personality than they are used
to seeing from anyone else in an entire semester For bet
ter or worse theyll learn lot more about him before the
semester is over
Bill has been professor at Arcadia for eight years
but member of the Arcadia community since 1981 when
he started working on the two masters degrees he would
earn from the university
Now at age 51 Bill is an adjunct English professor at
Arcadia as well as head of the Honors program mem
ber of the FYSAE First Year Study Abroad team hus
band of 24 years and dedicated distance athlete Last
month he completed his ninth ironman Triathlon
Literature has always had big impact on Meiers life
It is fitting that he extracted his personal mantra from
John Irvings The Hotel New Hampshire
Youve got to get obsessed and stay obsessed says
Meiers quoting the novel Thats the goal Bill applies
this obsessiveness to everything he does
It is his obsession that makes Bill the notable profes
sor that he is When asked what his favorite thing about
teaching is Bill gives crooked smile and says
Everything
To elaborate he says the best thing is when you see
light in students mind and realize you can make differ
ence in students life He believes that teaching is all
about being catalyst in the chemical reaction that is
learning Being that catalyst is his privilege tt is pure
joy
His classes are all discussion-based The process of
learning is reciprocal not lecturing but sharing of
enthusiasm
As his slim frame discloses he is also obsessed with
staying fit One of his passions happens to be marathon
running Bill has been participating in Ironman Triathlons
since 1982 He attended his ninth one this past
month
He is eager to share the tale of his seven
teen-hour adventure with his class when he
returns as he is always ready to share most of
his experiences He even tells them that they
were part of his inspiration how could he walk
back into class Monday morning and tell them
that he had not finished the race He sums up
his experience with simple equation
2.4 mile swim plus 112 mile bike
plus 26.2 mile run equals 140.6 miles of
absolutely exquisite suffering
This obsession for sharing knowledge and experience
is something that students sense right away about Bill and
respond well to
was feeling discouraged and thinking about drop
ping out of the Honors program says one student from
his Honors Short Fiction class but didnt want to miss
Bills class
Respect is also reciprocal in Bills classroom As
teenager Bill grew up fast He lived in Japan for his high
school years From the fast-paced city life there he
learned degree of independence that is unattainable for
young Americans He brings this sense of maturity to his
students
In my classroom it is time to accord students the
adult respect they deserve Bill says measure my stu
dents by the highest denominator rather than the lowest
Bill also uses reward system rather than one of
punishment Somewhat incongruous to his maturity
theme though oddly fitting in his classroom Bill hands
out gold stars for job well done Not in the metaphori
cal sense either Bill literally hands out straight-from-
first-grade gold stars And in their own anachronistic way
they seem like good reward for bunch of twenty-some
thing college students
His inspiration to keep on teaching came from his
_______________
own teachers growing up ive had
more than my fair share of good teach
ers he said He hopes to inspire his
students the same way but is constant
ly amazed by how much he ends up
learning from them
Bills obsessiveness can also be
seen as flaw He constantly finds
himself distracted by various tangents
and digressions In class his students
often sit wondering how story about
two dogs being bred or about Bill hav
ing closet full of dresses he likes to try on is relevant to
the class discussion
Im interested in everything so im no good at spe
cializing Bill says Any one of his students and anyone
who has ever asked him question about anything is
quite aware of this
All in all though Bills passion reaches students on
profound level They are sure to leave his class with
strong impression of him
As for the dresses he tells his class during discus
sion on totally unrelated story by Amy Tan just like
the way the fabrics feel
Dear Ms Ma/estic
Im really not excited to he going home for winter break LOVE being on my own
and going home is so nauseating The last two winter breaks have been absolutely
redundant My grandma tries to get me to try on ugly clothes when we go shop
ping my dad asks me thousands of questions about the guys that Ive met at
Arcadia that dont even exist and my mom drags me to every department store
known to man At family gatherings have to remind all of my flrst and second
cousins that am junior and NOT graduating in the spring DO you see what
mean At school dont have to worry about any of this stuff but at home itt like
painful sitcom starring me Dont get me wrong love my family but they really
get on my nerves What do Ido
-Unhappy about the Break
Dear Unhappy
You are hilarious completely understand what you mean about the family thing
It seems like no matter how long you have been in college your distant and some
times close relatives still think that youre about to graduate But seriously you
shouldnt sweat the upcoming break As much as your family seems to piss you off
if they didnt hound you about your past semester you would probably miss them
During the holiday season you should be most thankful fro the family that you do
have becuase many of your classmates will be without thier closest friends and
family While you sit back and think of how much your aunt Maude makes the
worst freuitcake just TRY to be happy that you are alive to taste the icky concoc
tion If all else fails no one will want to sit beside you at dinner if youre sour
puss or if you pretend like you cant hear them so if youre desparate just act
weird
-Miss Majestic
You see light in
students mind
and realize yoi
can make dif
ference in stu
dents life
By TIMOTHY MCLAUGHLIN
Photogrophy Editor
if youre good college student you already
spent all the money you made over the summer on
beer and chances are good that your work-study
money was blown on your last trip to Wawa Now
youre left with just $10 to your name and ten
friends that expect gifts
Think youll be resorting to candy canes and
IOUs this year Think again Thanks to Facebook
you can send gifts to some of your closest friends
or at least the ones that arent on your limited pro
file list for only one dollar
Give someone the key to your heart or send
them can of Whoop Ass The possibilities are end
less
Just dont ever send anyone the Hi balloon
You know thats lame dont need to tell you how
lame that is
The mom bear Im not so sure who is
friends with their mother on Facebook but sup
pose anything is possible Less permanent than
tattoo and more loveable than you are this bear is
great way to tell Mom you care
The completed Rubiks cube Now this is just
sinister Nothing says Youre dingbat so fin-
The holiday season is here and
you know what that means shopping
for gifts If youre like many college
students you are on very tight budg
et Cash is precious thing and there
is small small supply of it Fear not
there are several places to shop where
prices are affordable Here are the top
five stores in the area around Glenside
to find money-saving holiday gifts
First up is the New Life Thrift
Shop on Easton Road in Glenside
Inside there is furniture racks and
racks of clothing for men women and
children as well as shoes books
kitchen supplies artwork toys and
other odds-n-ends You are bound to
find something good and the store has
charitable mission statement
Next is Five Below This store
is seriously cool They have all kinds
of neat stuff for $5 and under We
arent talking some dollar store crap
that could break they have good
selection There are toys candy make
up accessories school supplies shoes
bags exercise equipment books
movies and more They are located
just outside the Willow Grove Mall
next to Barnes and Noble
Target Known for its red target
symbol and low prices this franchise
has locations all over and certain
brands you might not be able to find in
other stores Their nearest location to
Arcadia is on Easton Road in
Abington You can also shop online
ished it for you like completed Rubiks cube
Damn the least they could do is mix it up little for
the benefit of the doubt
Lime This is my favorite part of tequila shot
To me nothin says wanna get yuh drunk like
lime
Goldy the Goldfish Too many college students
send their beta fish the way of the plumbing Why
not save fish from neglectful cruelty and buy your
friend digitized fish guarantee it will last longer
Gummy Bear love gummy bears
Buddha Statue Buddha makes me smile every
time look at him This year send smile to good
friend with the gift of jolly diety
Cuddle Bear Youre too broke to go to Build-
a-Bear This bear loves to cuddle and hes soft on
your wallet as well as your skin
Death by Chocolate Are your friends con
cerned about the Freshman 15 Let them know
youre okay with their cankles by sending them
virtual calorie-fest
Chocolate Donut So you cant go to Dunkin
Donuts past 11pm anymore but you can send this
pixelated pastry 24/7
Cherry Whip Everything is better with Cool
Whip and cherry on top is just plain fancy
and
back to
community
Platos
Closet This
is an interest-
ing new store It sells gently used teen
clothing at discount prices There clos
est location is in Langhorne They sell
clothes shoes jewelry and acces
sories The merchandise is from all the
top brands including American Eagle
Abercrombie Fitch Victorias
Secret Hollister Gap and more The
used clothing is brand name stylish
and most importantly cheap
Finally there is Walmart Like
Target it is monster franchise the
one that probably dominates the world
in retail You can find what you want
for
very low price as well as shop
online Walmart also gives back to the
community Their nearest store is right
up the road in Wyncote
These five stores will serve
you well if you are tight on cash or not
sure where to shop in all of them
there is quality merchandise great
selection and some really good bar
gains if you look hard enough Scour
the racks and who knows what neat
gift you could find if you are truly not
sure what to get people you can buy
gift card for Walmart Five Below and
Target
For Your Family
Members
By JENNIFER PACHECO
Associate Editor
Hanukkah comes around once year but unlike Christmas
there are nights of gift-giving to worry about when shopping As
the sole Jew on The Tower Staff thought would take it upon
myself to suggest great gift for every member of your Jewish fam
ily
For your mother Jewish mothers LOVE to worry found the
best gift for mom on BeelmageBoutiquegift.com For only $20 you
can purchase your very own worry box The site describes their
product as the box for your worries the aches within your heart
place to tuck away your fears where love and hope can start so
keep this box beside you and know how much they care for when
you need peace and joy the angels will be there
For your father Jewish fathers spend lot of their time listen
ing to their wives worry and complain To help give them some
peace and quiet why not buy them pair of Bose
Canceling headphones Although theyre
rn the pricy side they are worth every penny
dad can just smile and nod while your mom
on for hours and hours worrying about every
of your lite
For your grandmother If your grandma is
anything like mine she loves the Home Shopping
etwork For the woman who never knows what
wants the best gift can be found on
Lcom The home Shopping Network Gift
ird can be purchased in 25 price intervals and
year-round
For your grandfather My grandfather
anything and everything about sports lf
to your gramps favorite teams game are
of the question why not buy him something
www.sportsmemorabilia.com like signed
his favorite player
For your brother Depending on your broth
ers age range he probably has many interests
boys younger than five the Little People
Pirate Ship available on ToysRUs.com is great
$30 For boys under ten the site also
stuff The most exciting gift
the Road Ripper Monster Truck
calleJ Bigfoot For your teenage brothers gift
card from Best Buy or Circuit City is right up their alley
For your sister Girls under five love dolls so dont count out
old faithful the Cabbage Patch kid Starting at $14.99 from
ToysRUs.com its gift your sister will remember until shes 12
and hates you If your sister is under ten she most likely worships
Hannah Montana or the Jonas
Brothers so get her poster For oniy $20 you
from AllPosters.com starting at
$6.99 For your teenage sister can purchase yous
dont even bother getting her
gift card to any specific store
iery own worry box
since she probably at the age
where nothing makes her happy
_________________________
Just give her $20 bill and drop
her off at the mall
For your boyfriend There are many different things you can
get for your boyfriend Im sure he would enjoy anything you
would buy perhaps something for yourself from Victorias Secret or
the newest iPod for him that is If he likes video games there are
lot of specials on games from Walmart.com and dont forget the
newest music game Rock Band available at BestBuy.com
For your girlfriend One word Tiffanys Your girlfriend
probably loves jewelry her Jewish mother has been rooting for
Hanukkah engagement since she first brought you home for
Passover Available at Tiffany.eom there are tons of rings
bracelets and other trinkets to strike her fancy
Enjoy your Hanukkah and good luck finding the perfect gift
Dont fill up on the latkes or fall asleep before your family lights the
menorah
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He saidshe Said
By JAKE SCALICI
Entertainment Editor
Animal Collective-
Strawberry Jam
By LAUREN MYERS
Staff Writer
He SaidThere is lot of absent
minded emo/pop-punk/whatever
out there Dont lump Moneen
into that category Sure Moneen
are little emo-ish but it is the
steps that they take to make real
influential music that make
them different than most of the
others On their third studio
release The Red Tree Moneen
show off rock solid song writing
that revolves around prog-ish
effect laden guitar riffs Songs
like Dont Ever Locke What
He Cant Do and If Tragedys
Appealing Then Disasters an
Addiction are super catchy and
radio friendly but with twice the
musical prowess of anything in
the same genre The Red Tree is
stellar maturation of Moneens
sound on their breakthrough
release 2003s Are We Really
Happy With Who We Are Right
Z/ow The guitars are more inter
esting the lyrics are deeper and
the album packs just little
more punch The best example
of this comes on the closing
track The Song Swore Never
to Sing on which vocalist
Kenny Bridges lays down some
catchy melodies over swarm
ing piano line closing The Red
Tree on the perfect notes notes
of band that has escaped the
pigeon hole they were thrown
into
3.5/5
She SaidThe epitome of
todays popular indie/punk rock
sound Moneen has winner
with The Red Tree the bands
third full-length album Lead
singer Kenny Bridges has the
typical whiny guy voice per
fectly exemplifying Moneens
subtle emo side The intense-but
not overwhelming-instrumentals
smack of early releases by The
Juliana Theory they sound quiet
and lulling one moment and
extremely powerful the next
There are barely any out-of-con
trol guitar or drum solos each
break in the lyrics tastefully exe
cuted and holding with the over
all sound of the particular song
The track There Are Million
Why This May
with simple
simila
He SaidFour visionary musi
cians take trip to the southwest
do tons of salvia and record one
of the years most satisfying and
interesting albums this is the
story of Strawberry Jam At first
listen Strawberry Jam may come
off as cacophony of sound from
every direction but it is the sub
sequent listens that really turn the
album around Whether its the
scatter-brained sound of the
albums opener Peacebone or
the falling melodies of the the
third track Chores Animal
Collective prove that they can
sound like they came out of left
field but still be poppy The main
strength of Strawberry Jam is the
way the album acts as whole
its an exercise in listening Each
track blends and morphs into the
next think smooth The highlight
of the album comes courtesy of
Animal Collective lead singer
Avey Tare on For Reverend
Green Not only does the track
have the best groove on the
album but it has Strawberry
Jams most raw moment as Avey
Tare screams at the top of his
lungs over the beautifully com
posed track This album is trip
and very good picture of what
Animal Collective are about it
has all the strengths of good
album and all of the risks of
great one
4/5
She SaidSay hello to the year
3056 If ever band was futuris
tic its Animal Collective The
bands sound is labeled experi
mental rock with mix of freak
folk and let me just say no
description fits better The vocals
hold slight twang with the
instrumentals somewhat squeaky
and almost Jamaican in tracks
like Peacebone and extraordi
narily folk-like-strumming guitar
and all-in Unsolved Mysteries
If you like fingernails on chalk
board Strawberry Jam will suit
you perfectly That isnt to say the
band is unoriginal Animal
Collective just take very large
step away from the norm Its not
bad just slightly squeaky
2/5
He was time when
many saw My Chemical
Romance as the heir apparent to
the New Jersey post-hardcore
scene Coming from the same
area as probably the first real
screamo band Thursday
MyChem released two very well
received albums that while razor
sharp both musically and lyrical
ly had good chunk of commer
cial material in them With the
single Helena the band hit it big
and the downhill spiral began
The bands 2006 release The
Black Parade has some really
impressive moments but for the
most part lacks the edge that
made MCR anything in the first
place Songs like Teenagers
and Famous Last Words are
just bland empty tracks while
Welcome to the Black Parade
and Cancer are triumphant
songs that echo the grandiosity of
lead singer Gerard Ways album
concept not to mention the little
tinge of Queen in both of them
For the most part though the
songs on The Black Parade just
arent as sinister and heavy as
MCRs previous outings
2.5/5
She SaidI refused to listen to
MCR for very very long time
simply because Welcome to the
Black Parade was so annoying
ly overplayed on the radio
Eventually however came to
realize that they werent half bad
Their sound is completely origi
nal playing off various genres
such as punk rock pop punk
emo and alternative rock Some
tracks from The Black Parade
are humorous and light with
uplifting guitar solos and crazy
lyrics heard with Dead while
others are very very emo the
chords heavy and slightly
depressing while still retaining
the signature MCR sound heard
with Dont Love You
Needless to say MCR has gone
completely mainstream since
their debut album in 2002 and
with the fan base growing larger
every day doesnt seem to be
going anywhere
4/5
He Said Like heavier darke
Joy Division Interpol broke or
the scene in 2002 with the shoe
gaze and reverb of their first ful
length Turn on the Bright Lights
their follow up Antics takes awa
some of the Interpol mask and
doing so creates wonderfu
album full of pretty gloom
Whether it be the more uniqu
sound of vocalist Paul Banks
uncovered voice or the infusio
of little more get up and
Antics is Interpol at their best
With solid single in Slos
Hands as well as more out
landish cuts such as No Exit
and Public Pervert Interpol cl
good job for fans old and nev
Its the same old band with fe
new antics
3/5
She SaidInterpol The embodi
ment of phenomenal indie rock
Period Relying heavily on mel
low chords and lead singer Paul
Banks deep ever-recognizable
voice Antics is the second of
three albums released by
Interpol product of this
decades post-punk revival the
majority of Interpols songs are
backed by bass throb and
interspersed guitar with key
board and drum set completing
the ensemble If ever band
wrote utterly profound lyrics it
is Interpol My personal favorite
is You make motion when you
cry from the track Not Even
Jail Simple yet quite true
Combine that with Banks
heretofore mentioned vocals and
youve struck gold
45/
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By NEIL HUNKINS
Associate Editor
Its one-thirty in the morning on the day after Thanksgiving am
ny girlfriend Ariel and step into line outside of Best Buy behin4
Jout 200 people some who had been standing in the cold since 6pn
he day before
Welcome to Black Friday
For those who dont know about Black Friday or the many of yoi
vho probably have never participated in it because youre too bus
leeping off the turkey scotch and in-law hangover from the cia
efore Black Friday is the greedy mans or womans day to sho
iow truly desperate they are to own an FIDTV for $3.49
Of course Im kidding about the cost of high-def TV but then
re plenty of ridiculously good Black Friday deals on them as well as
computers CDs DVDs clothing and just about anything else
tour heart and wallet desires The bitch of all of this is that the doon
or most stores open at 5am so if you want to get the super cheal
leals or items in limited quantities youve got to get there early lik
Spm the day before early
Fortunately for me my main interest was the multitude of DVDr
sale at all the major retailers Each store overstocks each movie fo
his most holy of days for consumers so while wasnt worried abou
nissing out on copy of 300 or Casino Royale still wanted to ge
line outside of Best Buy early so that could get to all of the storer
my list before 11am when all of the deals turn back to pumpkins
Yes thats right had list Think of it as my Christmas lis
xcept that was my own Santa Though was out in line at 3Oan
Friday my Black Friday shopping adventure actually began at 7an
Thanksgiving Day when woke up and drove to Wawa to pick ur
Philadelphia Inquirer loaded with shopping circulars bursting witi
3lack Friday deals Back at home spent the next two hours comb
ing the ads for the best deals and making out master list of all that
vanted to buy
To the uninitiated this may sound insane but trust me when th
loors of whichever store you and hundreds of other ravenous shop
ers have been waiting outside of finally open at 5am its best for yoi
know exactly what you want prior to entering the shopping world
quivalent of no mans land In years past people have been kicked
unched shot and probably even killed and cannibalized without an
race by fellow shoppers so its best to get in and out as soon as pos
ible and bring pepper spray
Between Best Buy Wal-Mart Circuit City FYE Sears large
nd over 28 hours without sleep thanks to late turkey dinner
Lrrived home around 1130am after buying 76 DVDs TV-on-DVI
ets wireless Guitar Hero II controller and 2GB FlashDrive
4eedless to say the next order of business was sleep Hours and hour
glorious sleep
Dont get me wrong Black Friday shopping is definitely wort
he hassle if you want to get ajumpstart on Christmas gifts or just trea
ourseif to some cheap deals If my account has persuaded you
ive it try next year here are few other tips to make your shoppin
xperience easier
-If youre planning on waiting in line early bring friend Tha
vay if you have to pee or want to spend some time in your car get
ing warm youve got built-in line holder
-Wear layers of warm clothes because it gets pretty cold after
rew hours of standing around outside Most importantly wear dou
de layer of socks or thermal socks Most people forget how cold you
eet can get and frosty toes can make for an unpleasant wait
-If an item is on sale at two different stores for different prices
plan to double up on them just in case the item is sold out by the tim
ou get to the store where its cheapest If you end up with both yoi
an always return the more expensive one later
-Finally park as close to the exit of the store you plan to wait out
dde of Parking lots are nightmare to drive through on Black Friday
its best to have an easy escape plan
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Black FridayTaleDisneys Enchanted Great Flick for the
Holidays
By HUNTER HOLLIS
Could you imagine if Lady Tremaine had just cut to the chase and
Staff Writer
sent Cinderella To place where there are no happily ever afters
Thats exactly what happens in Disneys live-actionlanimation hybrid
Enchanted movie about princess who falls out of her dream world
Andalasia and into the harsh streets of New York City The release date for the film was November
Giselle Amy Adams is stereotypical Disney Princess She is beautiful peasant with an even more
beautiful voice who faces death falls in love and is engaged to Prince Edward James Marsden all in the
first five minutes of the movie Trouble arises when her evil stepmother Queen Narissa Susan Sarandon
pushes her into well to prevent the wedding Times Square is at the bottom of the well Here Giselle is
rescued from the streets of Manhattan by Robert Patrick Dempsey While in New York she learns how to
live with the technology and the lack of love and kindness in the real world
But does Enchanted live up to its royal
predecessors The movie opens like classic
Disney Princess film with story book open
ing to display still drawings of what is to come
in the movie that fade into animation Amy
Adams is delightful and has the voice and
charming personality of princesses like Aurora
and Cinderella and later gains the edge and
bravery of princesses such as Belle and Arid
On top of being similar to Disney animated
features Enchanted also has all of the makings
of good romantic comedy
The film contains original score and songs
by Alan Menken who worked on The Little
Mermaid Beauty and the Beast and Newsies
Stephen Schwartz Menkens partner for
Pocahontas who composed songs for Wicked and The Prince of Egypt wrote lyrics for some of the songs
in the movie The three main
songs in the movie are Ive Been Dreaming Happy Working Song and
Thats How You Know all written to resemble songs from previously written princess films
If catchy tune or Disney Princess spoof is not motivation to get out and see this movie then the won
derful casting should be Amy Adams who also starred in Talladega Nights and The Wedding Date is
convincing princess and is likely the best choice for the role of Giselle Renowned actress Susan Sarandon
could give any child chills and is an honorable Disney villain The Notebooks James Marsden flexes his
voice once more after his role as Corny Collins in the summer blockbuster Hairspray Broadway legend
Idina Menzel plays Roberts fiancØe Nancy And when all else fails there is always McDreamy Patrick
Dempsey
Enchanted was an overall enjoyable movie After sitting through the animated portion of the film it is
apparent why theaters were still selling out two days after the release of the film It includes all of the sugar
and predictability of any classic Disney film and funny moments that could only be thought up by Disney
writer Enchanted is the perfect movie for the holiday season and can make anyone believe in happily
ever after
By JENNIFER PACHECO
Staff Writer
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Editors i-Pod
Dihinger Attempt to Calculate Infinity again with New
Equation
By JAKE SCALICI Bands break up all the time One member leaves ing the song to beautiflul crescendo before more face-melting breakdown work Hors
Entertainment Editor and maybe the band tries to replace the missing part Hunter is brief and cutthroat sounding lot like Pansonic Youth the opening traci
sometimes working out most of the time not of Miss Machine but with jazz breakdown and an ambient angular interlude Finall
illinger Escape Plan are the exception to the rule After losing founding member and the album closes with ready for this song based around piano The even scarier par
robably one of the best drummers in metal today Chris Pennie to Coheed and Cambria is how unbelievably good Mouth of Ghosts is The track is nice mix of the new mon
he band that just picked up another new guitarist their fourth since 1997 were set to diverse Dillinger and the older more ambitious version as the soft hushed jam bursts ou
nter the studio In classic DEP fashion the left over parts of the band found someone to of its shell in search of one last piece of shred happy rock
eplace Pennie and moved on like nothing had happened Entering the studio with new Do the math the Dillinger Escape Plan have been making some of the most origi
irummer the diverse eclectic Gil Sharon Dillinger set forth to further expand on the nal metal around for years and Ire Works is great continuation of that The songs an
sounds of 1999s math-metal blueprint Calculating Infinity 12 in Decibel Magazines fresh and while maybe not as technically mind-blowing as the bands previous discs th
album Hall of Fame and 2004s frantic yet album is without doubt more crafty and sly Most albums of this genre wont get stud
limited follow up Miss Machine full of in listeners head Ire Works is different it has melody for days making it infectious am
anger with something to prove impressive While it isnt the achievement that Calculating Infinity is nor as heavy am
Released on November 13th Ire Works cryptic as Miss Machine Ire Works is very logical continuation to one of metals bes
has big chunk of older Dillinger Escape catalogs one that will hopefully be continued by some combination of musicians as th
Plan ala Calculting Infinity while also going entity that has become the Dillinger Escape Plan
after some more commercial material echo
ing songs like Miss Machines hit single the
Faith No More like Unretrofied The result
is an album that is more diverse and wide
than anything Dillinger has done before In
recent issue of Decibel magazine Dillinger
lead singer Greg Puciato said Ire Works
really takes everything on Miss Machine as
far as it can go Its Super Miss Machine in
ny mind This description isnt completely true but by the same token Ire Works does
seemingly take Misc Machine and throw in little more of everything sometimes the
additive theory works sometimes it doesnt but what is for sure is that Ire Works has
lenty of absolutely spine shattering moments
Ire Works starts off with probably one of the coolest moments for DEP fan as cur
ent vocalist Greg Puciato and founding vocalist Dimitri Minakakis team up for the sear
ing opener Fix Your Face probably the albums most flat out metal jam Puciato and
Ylinakakis scream their throats off as the band behind them moves at mach from start
finish Oddly enough only two tracks later Dillinger slightly stumbles as they try and
slide in little of the more commercial side of things right as the brutality of the first two
racks is sinking in Black Bubble Gum and Sick on Sunday are the most radio
friendly things DEP has even attempted and though they will probably never get any
adio play they are nice tracks they just happen to be in the wrong place in the scheme
Ire Works The next chunk of songs is the albums real strong section Beginning with
he stomp metal instrumental jam When Acting as Wave and ending with the Ire
Works surprising closer Mouth of Ghost DEP go after some very technical metal while
incorporating some catchy melodies On the track Milk Lizard Sharone and guitarist
en Weinman sound like theyve been playing in band together for years as they slip
in and out of fill after fill Puciato in the meantime sounds on the edge and raw bring-
Coheed and Cambria Bring Few Good Friends and Rare Set to
Philly
On Wednesday November 28th Coheed and Canibrias latest headline tour rolled into Philadelphia This time Coheed brought long ston
er rock legends Clutch and Seattle shred masters The Fall of Troy all three bands have larger followings in the area The result was sold out
Electric Factory and show that packed little the familiar
little of the unknown
The night started off great as an already packed Electric Factory got more than amped for openers Ti
Fall of Troy who are on their fifth tour this year supporting their latest album Manipulator Busting out
the gates ith surprising old school cuts like Rockstar Nailbomb and Whacko Jacko Stole
lephantman Bones both of which are off of their self titled debut The Fall of Troy got the crowd in
frenzy with pits starting up left and right As the bands set went on the material got newer doing
likc Just iot This Symphony join and PR from their sophomore album
and then finally closing with tracks from Manipulator including an absolutely ridiculous am session
middle ot the song Sledgehammer
Next up came the somewhat out of place Clutch Cohced and ambria have tendency to br
on tour with them that some fans may not like In 2005 it was the paint peeling screams of the ever soi
Blood Brothers then came summer stint with co-headliners Avenged Sevenfold and now Clutch
stepped into the awkward opening role After forty-five minute set up period restless Electric Factor
looked ready to tear Clutch apart but unlike the Blood Brothers who were booed by fins at some shows
or Avenged Sevenfold who should have been booed by fans Clutch actually won the crowd over by the end
of their set With energy packed rockers like Fire It Up and Prophets of Doom Clutch got the crowd
moving despite ongoing technical difficulties Lead Singer Neil allons gravel voice preached to the audi
ence song after song as the sold out crowd at the Electric Factory waited tbr Coheed
Finally nearly another forty-five minutes after Clutchs set the crowd went into mad rush as the ope
ing notes of No World for Tomorrow caine wailing out of lead singer/guitarist Claudio Sanchezs Gibson
Explorer Next up came songs like the fan favorite Fverything Evil and the rare Junesong Provision
followed up quickly by the hit singles The Suffering and Favor Ilouse Atlantic Sanchez and cc
guitarist Travis Stever were both hampered by guitar problems early on in the set both moved to their backi
up guitars and aftcr short break the set chuggcd on Ncxt up came one to the nights highlights cover oi aoni iucn optj ver on lead vocals and
few overdriven solos from Sanchez The show came to close with rousing encore that began with Coheed and Cambrias encore opening anthem In Keeping Secrets of Silent
Earth3 which blended right into the next cut Welcome Home As usual the set was closed with The Final Cut and its subsequent jam session but this time with new drum
mer Chris Pennie the somewhat expected jam was much more technical and much less rehearsed
Despite equipment problems throughout the show all three bands brought their game Whether it was The Fall of Troys history lesson Clutchs psyched out rock moments
or Coheeds ultra rare set the sold out crowd at the Electric factory got more than enough bang for their buck
By JAKE SCALICI
Entertainment Editor
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By DEREK TRACEY
Stports Editor
In recent games returning force has overtaken the Philadelphia
Eagles playing field Instead of the ever-present Donovan McNabb
who was injured earlier this season second string quarterback A.J
Feeley has taken control of the team and more importantly won the
vote of many fans
However this is by no means the first time that Feeley had been
forced to lead the Eagles In 2002 after yet another one of McNabbs
injuries leeley guided his team into the playoffs After no actual play
ing time in the 2003 season Feeley left to play for the Miami
Dolphins
It would appear that things have changed this season Fans that
used to preach their loyalties to McNabb are starting to look very
closely at his increasingly negative track record Their first string quar
By KAITLYN FOTI
Editor-in-Chief
Philadelphia sports fans its time to
put your championship hopes on ice
specifically the ice at the Wa
Center home to the Philadelphia
With completely revamped t1
Flyers look like theyve never looked
before young
The names that have decorated the
roster for years-Primeau LeClair Recchi
Desjardins-are all gone casualties of the of
the 2005 lockout the salary cap or old age
They have been replaced with the fresh
faces fast hands and ambitious work ethic
of new generation
Its true this is team that was consis
tently chosen as favorite for champion
and hasnt lived up to those predictions in
more than three decades Its also true that
last season the Flyers finished at the bot
tom of the league without so much as
prayer of making the playoffs Worse yet
this has been team that has time and
again gone after pricey has-beens while
letting go of players who had yet to reach
their full potential
Take Rod BrindAmour hard-work
ing skater who loyally played the underap
preciated role of the set-up guy for goal
scorers like Eric Lindros and John LeClair
terback consistently gets injured and their team is
saved by 2nd stringer This fact is leading many fans to
Feeley
Just as Feeley led takeover of the team was on the horizon the
was yet another change in the eagles flight pattern In the
2nd game the team was beaten by the Seahawks 24 Feeley to
much of the blame
So the question remains Who would Eagle fai
now with so many sore-headed Philadelphians the
of two evils comes into play So who would in9 quarterback thai
lost one important game or one that is constantly in and out
after season Either way it would seem that possible Eagle
Eagle game is about to he played in the upcoming months an
to tome game that has the potential to divide two kac
and society
Mediocrity
They went through what we like to
call rebuilding year
Now they fit the formula for cham
pion team young fast and hungry for
wins Although they are not at the top of
their division they are fourth in the
Conference More importantly
hard and they never give up
ar
ho
.he
would
leter
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Promising
Or Why The Flyers May Finally Fulfill Their Destiny
Never really given unity to one picked the Flyers to win anything
shine he was eventu to the casual fan of the sport wouldnt recogmze
Carolina Hurricanes In 2006 most of the names em on the
BrindAmour capta to orange and season and
it
take
he nime. nu On
ol in alou ihrce Li
ar in the
ie Flyers
for
could
lead the
shape group
ies that were the
nypc.t
formerly impressi
same John Stevens who helped
lead the AHL team to victory as
defenseman in 1998 The same John
Stevens who led the team to victory as
head coach in 2005 Now it was time to see
what he could do in the major leagues
Stanley Cup championship Meanwhile
most of the Flyers were playing golf near
their summer homes
This year all of that has changed No
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of Phil
one to
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cause yers
prior years but
ke champions
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